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Abstract
In recent years, a positioning method which utilizes
wireless LAN without using GPS has attracted attention.
Especially, in the case of a method which combines
absolute position with a Wi-Fi radio environment in
advance, the cost of operation and management becomes
enormous. Therefore, by sampling Wi-Fi radio information
observed at points where users stay frequently or in the
long-term, a method which automates to collect and
update the Wi-Fi radio information has been proposed. In
the case of a long-term operating, the positioning
accuracy, however, decreases because this method does
not perform well in maintaining and managing samples. It
cannot adapt samples to environmental changes although
Wi-Fi radio signals change in case of long-term operating.
Accordingly, this paper proposes a new calculation formula
for improving a positioning accuracy. The formula is
calculated with the weight of each base station for
avoidance of ill-behaving stations. In addition, this paper
also proposes the automated management system with
two steps. It adapts samples to changes of Wi-Fi radio
signals and a user’s behavior. As a result, a positioning
accuracy of the new system is higher than existing one.
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Introduction
In recent years, a positioning method which utilizes
wireless LAN has attracted attention because it is diﬃcult
to use GPS in indoor environment. Regarding methods
utilizing wireless LAN, many researchers use the method
utilizing the Wi-Fi fingerprinting. As for the method, it is
necessary to collect Wi-Fi radio information at many
points in advance. After that, a Wi-Fi radio environment
map, which combines a Wi-Fi radio information collected
at a point and absolute location information of the point,
must be generated. A Wi-Fi radio information has BSSID
which distinguishes each base station, RSSI from them,
and so forth. Positioning is to match a Wi-Fi radio
information observed in real time with this map. In
addition, this method needs to recollect Wi-Fi radio
information to update this map. Therefore, the cost of
operation and management becomes enormous.
Accordingly, Nishio[1] proposed a method which
automates to collect and update the Wi-Fi radio
information to cut down the cost. This method assume
that our daily indoor activity could be considered as
transportation between frequently visited places. This
method concentrate on frequently visited and long-term
stay places, while neglects transitional states between
them. The cost is cut down by positioning at these
places. These places can be represented as Wi-Fi radio
signal statistics when the accelerometer senses the user
stops. Many fragmented Wi-Fi radio signal statistics are
analyzed with similar radio signal statistics in order to
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make clusters. By matching these samples and Wi-Fi
observation data, the user’s position is estimated. In
addition, samples are automatically managed with the
similarity called virtual distance. The number of samples
are limited by setting a term of generating a sample. Also,
samples are adapted to environmental changes by setting
a term of updating a sample. In addition, a site concept
that is a cluster of log periods each of which have same
base stations in common at certain ratio is introduced to
share ill-behaving base stations. In case of the operating
for a long time, this method, however, does not perform
properly to maintain and manage samples. It cannot
adapt samples to environmental changes. There are two
kinds of environmental changes. One is slow
environmental change, such as adding, removing, or
moving Wi-Fi base stations, a change of RSSI by a change
of temperature and humidity, and a change of RSSI by
obstacles or rearranging a room.The other is rapid
environmental change such as a change of the point where
users stay frequently or in the long-term by moving from
the old desk to new one. Therefore, this paper proposes a
new calculation formula to improve and maintain the
positioning accuracy. Also, the automated management
system with two steps for adapting samples to that two
kind of environmental changes. One step is a preparatory
step to maintain and manage preparatory samples. The
other is a positioning step to select available samples for
positioning. Samples are automatically adapted to the two
kind of environmental changes by using this system.
In the rest of this paper, problems and each of our two
approaches are explained. In addition, The automated
management system with two steps is evaluated. In the
last section, a conclusion and directions for future
research are described.
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Problems

observation frequency of which are more than 40 percent
of the most observation frequency of Wi-Fi base stations.
Therefore, a new Wi-Fi base station added to a sample
cannot be used for calculation. In addition, each Wi-Fi
base station’s RSSI used for calculation is the average
value. If the data of sample increases, the RSSI is hard to
change. It is diﬃcult to adapt samples to slow
environmental change if samples have long-term data.
Therefore, it is necessary to limit the amount of data used
for samples.

Nishio calculates the weight of each base station for
avoidance of ill-behaving stations. A calculation formula
of virtual distance is used, as follow. It is calculated by
the Wi-Fi base stationfs MAC address and the strength of
Wi-Fi signals. Fw indicates a feature vector of base
stations currently observed while Fc indicates the feature
vector already sampled. |vector| means the number of
base stations. rssiw indicates a rssi of each base station
of Fw while rssic indicates a rssi of each base station of
Fc .
√∑
dist(Fw , Fc ) =

(rssiw − rssic )2
(|Fw | + |Fc | − |Fw ∩ Fc |)
×
|Fw ∩ Fc |
|Fw ∩ Fc |

The weight, however, cannot be reflected in this formula.
A new calculation formula for virtual distance needs to
accommodate the weight for improving the positioning
accuracy.
Adding, removing or moving Wi-Fi base stations, a
change of RSSI by temperature and humidity, and a
change of RSSI by obstacles or rearranging a room are
adverse influences for positioning. It is necessary to adapt
samples to the slow environmental change for maintaining
the positioning high accuracy. Hence, samples are
updated with a Wi-Fi radio information currently observed
for maintaining when a user visits places where a sample
was generated. If the virtual distance satisfy the terms of
updating a sample, a new Wi-Fi radio information must
be accumulated to the sample. Therefore, the observation
frequency of Wi-Fi base stations observed frequently in a
Wi-Fi radio information accumulated to a sample is
numerous. Wi-Fi base stations used for calculation of the
virtual distance are limited for removing ill-behaving base
stations. The calculation uses Wi-Fi base stations, the
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(1)

Positioning is worse aﬀected by rapid environmental
change such as a change of the point where users stay
frequently or in the long-term by moving from an old desk
to the new one. A new sample is generated if the virtual
distance between the sample and others satisfies the terms
of generating a sample. If the distance cannot satisfy the
terms of generating a sample, a new sample cannot be
generated. Therefore, in case a user visits a new place
frequently and in the long-term, a new sample cannot be
generated. For a higher precision positioning, samples
have to be generated in accordance with change of places
a user visits frequently or in the long-term.

Calculation Formula Accommodating the Weight
for Virtual Distance
The existing calculation formula cannot reflect the weight.
The weight can be reflected by using the observation
frequency. There are two kinds of the observation
frequency. One is the observed frequency of each Wi-Fi
base station in a sample. The other is the observed
frequency of each Wi-Fi base station of Wi-Fi radio signal
statistics of a currently stay. A virtual distance is
calculated via the following formula. Fw indicates a
feature vector of base stations observed among each
user’s stay. Fcom indicates a feature vector of base
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stations which are common to Fw and Fc . weightw
indicates a weight using the observation frequency
involved in a sample. weightc indicates a weight using
the observation frequency involved in Wi-Fi radio signal
statistics of a currently stay.

Figure 1 indicates our system concept. Preparatory
samples are used for maintaining and management. Also,
these can be used for detecting samples a user frequently
visits. Available samples is important samples for the user.
This system estimates user’s position with available
samples.

√∑

weightc (rssiFw − rssiFc )2
∑
weightc (Fcom )
∑
∑
(
weightw (Fw−com ) +
weightc (Fc )
∑
×
weightc (Fcom )
∑
∑
)
| weightc (Fcom ) −
weightw (Fcom )|
∑
+
weightc (Fcom )
f requency
weight =
maxF requency

dist(Fw , Fc ) =

(2)

The Automated Management System with
two steps
Samples are automatically managed with two steps for
adapting samples to the two kind of environmental
changes. One step is a preparatory step to maintain and
manage preparatory samples. The other is a positioning
step2to select available samples for positioning.
2

Firstly, preparatory step is described. There were two
thresholds with the virtual distance. These were used as
terms for generating and updating a sample. Additionally,
a new threshold is added for generating a preparatory
sample. Preparatory samples are generated for adapting a
sample to the environmental changes. These are
generated at as many places which a user visits frequently
or in the long-term as possible. Also, these are updated
with Wi-Fi radio signal statistics of a currently stay.
Update a sample

Generate a new
preparatory
sample

Update
threshold

Generate
threshold
Virtual
Distance

Generate a new sample

Generate threshold
(Preparatory)

Stay

Stay

Day

0

Figure 2: Relationships among Three Thresholds
10

Generate/Update
Samples

Preparatory Samples
• Samples
Management

Positioning
choose
samples

Available Samples
• Positioning
with these
samples

Figure 1: The Automated Management System with Two
Steps
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Figure 2 describes the relationship between these
thresholds. ”Generate threshold” is set as a term for
generating samples. Samples are generated if a virtual
distance between Wi-Fi radio signal statistics and a
sample is more than ”Generate threshold”. The distance
between each sample is enough to use it for positioning.
In addition, ”Update threshold” is set as a term for
updating samples. Samples are updated if a virtual
distance between Wi-Fi radio signal statistics and a
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sample is less than ”Update threshold”. Furthermore,
”Generate threshold(preparatory)” is set as a new term for
generating preparatory samples. This threshold is less
than ”Generate threshold” and more than ”Update
threshold”. Preparatory samples are generated at as many
places a user visits frequently or in the long-term as
possible if a virtual distance between Wi-Fi radio signal
statistics and a sample is more than ”Generate
threshold(preparatory)”. Preparatory samples are not
suﬃcient to use for positioning. For the preparatory step,
”Generate threshold(preparatory)” and ”Update
threshold” are used to maintain and manage preparatory
samples. The amount of data used for samples , however,
is needed to limit because it is diﬃcult to adapt samples
to slow environmental change in case of long-term data.
Therefore, samples consist of the data within the limits of
fixed intervals called window size. Figure 3 shows the
window. This window slides if the amount of data is more
than the window size. Specifically, in case of that, new
( are added to a sample after)
Wi-Fi radio signal statistics
the oldest Wi-Fi radio signal statistics of the data
accumulated to the sample were removed.

0

used to select available samples from preparatory samples
for positioning. Available samples are selected from
preparatory samples to be adapted to rapid environmental
change. It is not suﬃcient for positioning to use
preparatory samples because some distance between each
of preparatory samples are less than ”Generate threshold”.
Therefore, some samples which are suﬃcient for
positioning have to be selected from preparatory samples.
Each sum of time of staying on each preparatory sample
can be used for selecting available samples. It is possible
to select available samples which generated at places a
user frequently visits by selecting available samples from
the longest sum of time of preparatory samples. It is
suﬃcient for positioning to use available samples because
all virtual distance between each of available samples are
more than ”Generate threshold”. Available samples,
however, do not change frequently according to rapid
environmental change. Accordingly, available samples are
re-selected every fixed interval called refresh interval.
Also, Figure 4 shows the refresh interval. This interval is
used for calculation of each sum of time of staying on
each preparatory sample. It is possible to re-select
(
)
available samples quickly to use this interval if a places a
user visits frequently or in the long-term change.

Day

Preparatory Samples
Preparatory Samples

Preparatory Samples
0

Preparatory Samples
Preparatory Samples

Preparatory Samples

: Sample
: Window size

Day

Available Samples
Available Samples
Available Samples

calculate stay term of
each preparatory sample
: Sample
2

Figure 3: Preparatory Samples

Secondly, positioning step is described. For the positioning
step, ”Generate threshold” and ”Update threshold” are
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: Refresh interval

Figure 4: Available Samples
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A user, however, has the possibility to visits palaces
except where available samples are generated. Therefore,
available samples are merged for positioning such these
places. The label which is a name to define each sample is
used for merging. There are some preparatory samples not
to be selected as available samples. Each virtual distance
from these samples to available samples is calculated to
detect the nearest sample. This virtual distance is
calculated with Equation 1 because each weight of Wi-Fi
base stations is diﬀerent in each sample. Figure 5 shows
the merging process. The two samples are the nearest are
merged. The merged label is generated from these two
labels. These samples are renamed with the merged label.
Preparatory Samples
3

ill-behavior base stations but also manage the samples
limited number. The samples limited number are easily
managed. Equation 1 is used for generating a site.

Evaluation
The automated management system with two steps is
evaluated by a simulation of human behavior. An
experiment is carried out in our laboratory. A fixed
observation was conducted at three places for two weeks.
The three places are described in Figure 6.

Available Samples

2

3
1

1

Available Samples
3

1 or 2
1 or 2
4

Figure 5: Merge of Samples

C

5~6m

15m

B

3~4m

A

Figure 6: Fixed Observation
Points

Finally, the merged available samples are used for
positioning. The distance between a Wi-Fi radio signal
statistics which a user observes currently and these
samples are calculated. The virtual distance is calculated
with Equation 2 in real time. Position is detected by the
available sample when the distance value is the smallest.
Furthermore, preparatory and available samples are
possessed by each site. Sites can not only share
5
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We have already verified that positioning is suﬃcient if
the distance between samples is more than 6 meters. The
distance between ”A” and ”C” is more than 6 meters.
Therefore, the samples generated at ”A” and ”C” are
suﬃcient for positioning. Although, The distance between
”A” and ”B” is less than 6 meters. The samples
generated at ”A” and ”B” are not suﬃcient. The samples
generated at ”B” and ”C” are also the same. In the
simulation, a user visits each place at 5-minute interval. In
addition, a Wi-Fi radio signal statistics are collected for 5
minutes. After 5 minutes, a user visits other or same place
randomly. A Wi-Fi radio signal statistics are also collected
for 5 minutes. The simulation is carried out by repeating
these steps. This simulation represents the human
behavior like a user repeats stay for 5 minute and transfer.
A sample is generated and updated with Wi-Fi radio
signal statistics collected at each place for 5 minutes.
Also, positioning is conducted every 5 minutes. Some
patterns exists by changing a transition probability that a
user visits after. These patterns are described in Table 1.
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Table 1: Simulation Patterns
Pattern Name
PatternAC

PatternB

PatternACtoB

Description
A transition probability to
”A” and ”C” is 40 % each,
a transition probability to ”B” is 20 %
A transition probability to ”B” is 60 %,
a transition probability to
”A” and ”C” is 20 % each
patternAC is carried out at first,
patternB is after a fixed intarval

Adapting sample to slow environmental change is
evaluated with PatternAC and PatternB. A user often
visits ”A” and ”C” in PatternAC. Two samples are
selected as available samples because the samples
generated at ”A” and ”C” are suﬃcient for positioning.
Slow environmental change is evaluated with PatternAC in
case the number of available samples is two . A user often
visits ”B” in PatternB. A sample is selected as available
samples because the samples generated at ”A” and ”B”
are not suﬃcient. The samples generated at ”B” and ”C”
are also the same. Slow environmental change is evaluated
with PatternB in case one sample is generated. Adapting
sample to rapid environmental change is evaluated with
PatternACtoB. In PatternACtoB, a user changes the point
where he stays frequently or in the long-term. A user
stays frequently or in the long-term at ”A” and ”C” at
first. A user changes the places where he stays frequently
or in the long-term to ”B” after fixed interval.
”Window Size”, ”Refresh Interval”, ”Generate threshold”,
”Generate threshold(preparatory)”, and ”Update
threshold” must be set before carrying out the
experiment. ”Window Size” is set for one week. The
shorter it is set, more easily the system adapts the
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samples to environmental changes. The longer it is set,
more stable the samples are against environmental
change. ”Refresh Interval” is set for one day to re-select
available samples quickly. ”Generate threshold” is set to
16. The threshold is the virtual distance between ”A” and
”C”. Also, the virtual distance is suﬃcient for positioning.
”Generate threshold(preparatory)” is set to 11. The
threshold is less than the virtual distance between ”A”
and ”C”. Also, it is less than the virtual distance between
”B” and ”C”. Therefore, three samples are generated
with the threshold. ”Update threshold” is set to 6. We
have verified updating process with various thresholds. As
a result, we set to 6 for the threshold.
The Precision and the Recall are calculated by the
following formulas for the evaluation.
Precision =

Recall =

Number of correct system output
(%)
Number of all positioning

(3)

Number of correct positioning
(%)
Number of all positioning

(4)

Precision indicates what is correct for the system.
”Update threshold” is used for positioning. The distance
between Wi-Fi radio signal statistics which a user observes
in currently and samples are calculated. A sample is
selected if the distance is the smallest. The sample is
selected as an output if the distance is smaller than
”Update threshold”. Correct behaviors for the system are
that outputting an available sample if a user visits a place
the sample is generated, and not selecting an available
sample if a user does not visit places samples are
generated. The Recall indicates the correct for
positioning. Correct behaviors for positioning are that
outputting an available sample if a user visits a place the
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sample is generated. It is wrong for positioning not to
output a sample.
First, the evaluation of PatternAC is described. Adapting
sample to slow environmental change is evaluated in case
of two samples are selected as available samples. The
automated management system with two steps is
compared with the system with one step. There are two
versions of the automated management system with two
steps. One is the system which is conducted with a
merging process. The other is the system which is not.
Figure 7 indicates the Precision and the Recall every one
day. Samples are generated at ”A” and ”C” in case of the
system with one step. Preparatory samples are generated
at ”A”, ”B”, and ”C”. Two samples generated at ”A”
and ”C” are selected as available samples. 80% of
positioning is conducted at places where samples that are
selected as available samples are generated. On the other
hand, 20% of positioning is conducted at places where
samples that are not selected as available samples are
generated. The Precision of both the system with one
step and with two steps is about 80% on the 9th day
because these system output sample is generated at ”A”
when a user visits ”B”. The Precision of two steps system
is improved slightly on the 13th and 14th day. The reason
why the Precision is improved is samples of the two steps
system can be maintained adequately. The Recall of both
systems is about 80% because the Recall decreases when
a user visits ”B”. In addition, the Precision and the Recall
of the two steps system which conducts that the system
merges available samples is about 100% in the whole
period because the system could merge samples generated
at ”A” and ”B”.
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(%)

100
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10
0

(one step)Precision
(one step)Recall
(two steps)Precision
(two steps)Recall
(two steps)Precision(merge)
(two steps)Recall(merge)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 (Day)

Figure 7: Precision and Recall of PatternAC
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Second, the evaluation with PatternB is described.
Adapting sample to slow environmental change is
evaluated in case a sample is selected as an available
sample. The systems to be compared are the same used
before. Figure 8 indicates the Precision and the Recall
every one day. Samples are generated at ”B” in case of
the system with one step. Preparatory samples are
generated at ”A”, ”B”, and ”C”. A sample generated at
”B” is selected as an available sample. 60% of positioning
is conducted at places where samples that are selected as
available samples are generated On the other hand, 40%
of positioning is conducted at places where samples that
are not selected as available samples are generated. The
Precision of both the system with one step and with two
steps is about 80% on the 5th day because these system
output sample which is generated at ”B” when user visits
”A”. The Precision of both systems are almost the same
in whole period. The Recall of both systems about 60%
because the Recall decreases when a user visits ”A” and
”C”. In addition, the Precision and the Recall of the two
steps system which conducts with a merging process is
about 100% in whole period because the system could
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merge samples generated at ”A”, ”B”, and ”C”.
(%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

(one step)Precision
(one step)Recall
(two steps)Precision
(two steps)Recall
(two steps)Precision(merge)
(two steps)Recall(merge)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 (Day)

Figure 8: Precision and Recall of PatternB
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Finally, the evaluation with PatternACtoB is described.
Adapting sample to rapid environmental change is
evaluated. the systems to be compared are the same used
before. A user frequently visits ”A” and ”C” at first.
Although, he frequently visits ”B” after a fixed interval.
The pattern change is conducted on the 7th day. Figure 9
indicates the Precision and the Recall every one day.
Samples are generated at ”A” and ”C” in case of the
system with one step. Preparatory samples are generated
at ”A”, ”B”, and ”C”. Preparatory samples generated at
”A” and ”C” is selected as available samples in PatternAC
and PatternB. A preparatory sample generated at ”B”,
however, is selected as an available sample from 9th day.
The Precision of the system with one step decreases on
the 10th, 13th, and 14th day because the system outputs
a sample which is generated at ”A” when a user visits
”B”. The Recall of both of the system with one step and
with the two steps decreases to about 40 % from the 8th
day. After changing pattern, 40% of positioning is
conducted at places where samples selected as available
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samples are generated. On the other hand, 60% of
positioning is conducted at places where a sample that are
not selected as available samples are generated. Hence,
the Recall decreased. The Recall of the system with two
steps, however, is improved to 60% from 9th day. The
system with two steps can adapt samples to rapid
environmental change because samples which are
important for a user are selected according to a pattern
changes. In addition, the Precision and the Recall of the
two steps system which conducts with a merging process
is about 100% in whole period. It is exceedingly high
positioning accuracy in all patterns. The range of
positioning, however, is rougher than positioning which
does not conduct with a merging process. Therefore, the
positioning accuracy and the range of positioning are a
trade-oﬀ relationship.
(%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

(one step)Precision
(one step)Recall
(two steps)Precision
(two steps)Recall
(two steps)Precision(merge)
(two steps)Recall(merge)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 (Day)

Figure 9: Precision and Recall of PatternACtoB
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RelatedWork
There are many researches to address the problem is that
positioning accuracy decreases because of environmental
change. Two kinds of these research is introduces.
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Indoor positioning methods using absolute position
The method must combines a Wi-Fi radio information and
absolute location information at first. Pan[2] proposed a
method to update a database of Wi-Fi finger printing with
Manifold co-Regularization. Yin[3] proposed a method the
relationship between a Wi-Fi radio signal from a user’s
device and one from devices were set in the environment
is predicted. These method, however, need to combine a
Wi-Fi radio information collected at a point and absolute
location information of the point. Therefore, the cost of
the maintenance and management is numerous.
Indoor positioning methods not using absolute position
The method don’t have to combine a Wi-Fi radio
information and absolute location information. Jiang[4]
proposed a method automates to correct and update a
Wi-Fi radio information with samples fragmented by
accelerometer. Positioning is conducted with Bayesian
estimation. The range of positing, however, is limited to a
room. In addition, a user has to visit five times at a place
and a sample has to be consisted of a Wi-Fi radio signal
information for over twenty minutes. Therefore,
positioning can not be conducted in smaller range and at
places a user does not visit frequently.

Conclusion
This paper proposes a new calculation formula and the
automated management system with two steps for
improving positioning accuracy. The present result
suggested that the system can adapt samples to
environmental changes. Furthermore, it is exceedingly
high positioning accuracy if the two steps system which
conducts with a merging process although the positioning
accuracy and the range of positioning is trade-oﬀ
relationship. We examined the system in our laboratory.
Positioning accuracy, however, decreases if the number of
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Wi-Fi base stations is a few. We have to examine the
system in outdoor, house, and so forth in the future.
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